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At twenty-five, Louisa Walker has carefully laid out the pattern of her life: the season in London, a few
weeks at fashionable house parties and the rest of the year spent visiting and organizing the lives of her six
siblings and their children. Because of her age, refined nature, and strict moral code she is considered to be
"Miss Prim."

Louisa's guarded existence is disrupted when she accepts an invitation from her sister. She believes that she
is simply helping her sister and brother-in-law by watching the children during their travels. However, upon
her arrival she meets William, Viscount Woodstone, and an adventure beyond her wildest imagination
begins. Starting with the questionable heritage of a baby in her care, she decides to join Woodstone's secret
quest to outwit French spies and thwart their evil plan.

Despite all Louisa's beliefs, this refined gentlewoman careens around the back roads of England in an ancient
cart, poses as a countrywoman, and even saves Woodstone's life.

Once the adventure ends, Louisa is concerned that her "Miss Prim" image is shattered, and hopes that
Woodstone feels the same emotions for her that she has developed for him.
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From reader reviews:

Deanna Stewart:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take a go
walking, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book entitled Miss
Prim? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time with your
favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have
various other opinion?

Joseph Singleton:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. To be sure that book is
very important for all of us. The book Miss Prim had been making you to know about other know-how and
of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The publication Miss Prim is not
only giving you a lot more new information but also being your friend when you sense bored. You can spend
your current spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship using the book Miss Prim. You never
truly feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Beverly Ingram:

The book untitled Miss Prim is the guide that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of the e-
book content that will be shown to you actually. The language that article author use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of investigation when write the
book, hence the information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly
get the e-book of Miss Prim from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Cheryl Burnett:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This particular Miss Prim can give you a lot of friends
because by you investigating this one book you have matter that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than some other make you to be great
persons. So , why hesitate? Let's have Miss Prim.
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